**Using the center column**

- **Caution**
  - **Prohibition**

Hold the pan head with one hand. Loosen the center column stopper and the center column locking collar with the other hand.Raise or lower pan head to desired height. While maintaining a hold you desired height of the pan head, tighten the locking collar and the stopper.

You may be injured by a sudden fall if you remain pan head without tightening up locking collar. Make sure to turn the locking collar with your hand on the side of the collar.

To avoid unnecessary camera vibrations, try to keep the center column height to a minimum. Also use the larger legs first when extending the legs.

**Inverting the center column**

**Caution**

- **Prohibition**

Always remove the pan head first before replacing the center column.

Remove the center column base stopper from the bottom of the center column.

Losen the center column stopper and the locking collar, and then pull out the center column.

**Care of the Tripod**

- **Do not** apply any grease or oil to this product.
- **Clean** with a mild detergent and a soft cloth only.
- **Do not** use close to flame. Avoid extreme heat.

**Pan head**

- **Prohibit**

**Components**

Pan head handle
- Camera platform
- Quick release plate
- Center column locking collar
- Main body
- Bubble level 1
- Bubble level 2
- Center column stopper
- Bubble level set screw U1/4"
- Leg
- Soft grip
- Quick release plate locking lever
- Pan head locking lever
- Camera mounting bolt and knob
- Camera mounting screw U3/8"
- Back side
- Leg lock
- Rubber leg tip
- Leg lock lever
- Center column base stopper

**Equipment that can be loaded on this tripod**

This product has been designed to handle equipment weighing under 6 kgs (13 lbs 3 oz). Do not overload. Some equipment weighing under 6 kgs (13 lbs 3 oz), such as long lenses, may not balance well due to its weight distribution. In such case, please use a larger tripod.

**Optional accessory**

Long Pan Handle
- Cat. No. 618-797
- Length 7.95in. (202mm)

This accessory pan handle is 2.7in. (70mm) longer than the included pan handle for easier movements with spotting scopes and binoculars.

**Setting up**

- **Prohibit**

Do not attach a camera directly to the attachment screw of the center column. This may damage both your camera and tripod.

**Carrying the tripod**

- **Prohibit**

To prevent accidental equipment fall or tripod tipping over making sure all levers, knobs and handles on the tripod are securely tightened, and all three legs are opened all the way.

CARRYING A TRIPOD WITH A CAMERA ATTACHED CAN RESULT IN UNEXPECTED ACCIDENTS. WE, THEREFORE, RECOMMEND YOU TO REMOVE YOUR CAMERA WHILE YOU ARE CARRYING THE TRIPOD.

**Specification**

Length folded: 590mm (23 1/8"
Max. operating height: 1,626mm (64"
Max. center column ext. 260mm (10 1/4"
Weight: 2.55kg (5.6lbs 10oz)

SLIK Corporation reserves the right to make changes in design and/or improvements on the products without any obligation and ad varietat observation.
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Attaching a camera

To remove the quick release plate, turn the quick release plate locking lever. In this case, please do not put the lock lever back by force as it has been stood by the stopper.

Insert the camera mounting screw on the quick release plate in the place of the tripod attachment screw of your camera. Turn the camera mounting screw knob and fix firmly.

How to get vertical position (Continued)

4. Loosen pan & tilt handle for your camera to get the front.
5. Turn the whole of pan & tilt handle.
6. Adjust pan & tilt handle to get vertical position.

Removing the head from the center column

To attach the plate, slide into quick release plate slantways. It will be closed automatically after attaching.

Fasten the plate locking lever on tightly. It will be certainly fixed.

Using the pan head

When you unlock the handle, your camera is free to move up and down. When the pan & tilt handle is unlocked, you can pan & tilt simultaneously.

When you unlock the camera platform locking knob, raise the knob it to the vertical "release" position. The camera can be free to rotate.

Three position adjustable legs

To change the angle of each leg, close the leg slightly, and then pull the leg angle adjustment lock out. There is a choice of two other angle positions.

Caution

After choosing the desired leg angle, securely push in the adjustment lock.

Extending the tripod legs

Flip up the leg lock lever to extend or shorten any of the individual leg sections to the desired length. Press the leg lock lever flush against the leg to lock.

How to get low position shots

Remove the center column base stopper. Then remove the lower part of center column. Put the center column base stopper in from the upper part of center column.